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PREFACE

This study is a pan of the research project on examination of personality conducted by

Professor Erkki A. Niskanen. The aims of this study, which were established by the project,

are (i) to consider personality from the philosophical standpoint. especially from the
viewpoint of concept formation, and (ii) to apply the Theory of Fuzzy Systems to this subject-

matter.

I wish to express my gratitude to Professor Erkki A. Niskanen for his valuable ideas and

comments. I am also gleeful for the inclusion of this study in the Research Bulletin series of

Department of Education.

Helsinki, October 1990

Vega A Niskanen
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1

. Philosophical background

In this study "personality" is examined principally from the philosophical standpoint. First, the

problems related to the definition of this subject-matter will be considered. Second, an

apForich describing personality from the standpoint of the Theory of Fuzzy Systems will be

presented. Finally, a concrete example of concept formation is provided. This inquiry stems

from the ideas suggested in DOI, [14], [15] and rnt lb

Vague and complex terms are characteristic of the Behavioural Sciences. Vagueness may be

ontological, epistemological, or linguistic in nature (cf.

(i) The omological approach considers whether vague entities actually exist. For
example, is personality a vague cntity?

(ii) In epistemological inquiry vagueness is related to human mental processes and it

is assumed to be caused by people's inability to conceptualize certain entities as

being exact in nature. For example, personality may be an exact entity in re, but
human beino azt incapable of conceptualizing it in this manner.

(iii) The linguistic approach assumes that vagueness is assigned to linguistic

expressions. For example, "personality" may thus be a syntactically, semantically.

or pragmatically vague term. In the xquel, the inquiry will be focused on the

linguistic view, particularly on extensional semantics because this approach is the

most Otte one in the philosophy of science. Bearing in mind this approach, in

the case of a vague term it is problematic whether certain objects of the actual

world ate members of its extension. As reganis the term "personality", the basic

problem will thus be the sr=ification of the set of persons'.

"Vagueness" and "uncertainty" have sometimes been confused. However, a clear distinction

may be drawn: Uncertainty is the object of epistemological inquiry, and it presupposes that

the factors concerning a given phenomenon are not sufficiently known, or that the output of

a given process is unknown in advance. Let us consider, for example, the statements

(1) "John is probably 30 years old",

(fi) "John is young" and

(iii) "John is probably young".

Then, the fint statement is related to uncertainty because this expression means that John's

age is not definitely known. In the second case we know John's age but, the specification of
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the set of young persons is posblematic because of the linguistic vagueness of the term
"young". The third statement comprises both a vague and an uncertain constituent.

As reprds complexity, if the semantic extenskmal approach is maintained, it is assumed tbat
the meaning of a complex term is composed of the meanings of othes terms, these known as
the washy components. Meaning components may form various structures such as
hierarehies. Hence, "vagueness", for example, is a complex term. Defining semantic
extensional complexity in this manner, "complexity" may be distinguished from "complicacy":

In the former case the examination is focused on the number of meaning components and the
variety of in among the ponents (cf. [61). Ambiguous terms (e.g. "theory)

are clear examples in this context. In the latter case the basic problem is to understand the
meaning of a given term completely, and this procedure is not necessarily dependent on
complexity. For example, the maning of the term "a four-dimensional cube" may be
complicated, but it is obviously not complex. Hence, three types of terms are possible in this
respect Complex terms, complicated talus, and both complex and complicated terms.

"Personality" seems to be a vague, complex and complicated term. This is due to the
following facts:

(i) The extension of this term (viz, the set of persons) contains borderline cases, i.e.,
it is ptoblematic to specify sharp boundaries for this set. For example, is a

mentally disabled human being a person? Hence, vagueness is involved in the
term "personality".

(ii) It consists of several meaning components such as "rationality" and "a sense of

humour". Thus, *personality" is a complex tem. Some of the proposed meaning

components, however, are controversial, for example. "intentionality".

(iii) It is obviously problematic to understand the nature of personality completely.

This is a well-known fact in the Sekaviound Sciences, and "personality" is thus

a complicated tenn.

As a thorough mmiination of personality ftom the standpoint of the Behaviound Sciences has

been performed elsewhere (1I01), a purely philosophical appmach will be provided below. In

addition, the object of study will be focused on the problems of vagueness and complexity

because: (1) In these consexts both new and linpr,ved methods have been recently suggested

(cf. below). (1l) The examination of complicacy presupposes considerations characteristic of

the Behavioral Sciences rather than methodology. new.. problems Mated to the dermition

of vague and complex semis will flat be considered.
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Definitions play an essential role in scientific concept formation because then the meanings

of the terms may usually be presented explicitly. Psychological upects usually presuppose

that definitions should describe the meanings of new terms, replace long expressions by

shorter ones, and resolve the meanings of complex terms on the basis of their constituents (cf.

(3I). From the methodological standpoint it is usually presupposed that satisfactory definitions

should be clear, applicable, theoretically fruitful, and powerful with respect to systematization

([51). Hence, we must bear in mind these facts, when attempting to describe personality.

According to the traditional view on definition, which is based on Aristotle's considerations.

the essence of a thing should be specified. The essence of a thing comprises a set of attributes

which are necessary and sufficient conditions for any concrete thing to be a thing of a given

type. The essence has two aspects: The genus is that which is predicable essentially from

other types of things as well, and the differentia is that part of the essence which
distinguishes the species, i.e., things of one type. from other species. For example, if we
define the term "man" as follows:

"Man" Ni "Rational animal"

then, according to Aristotle, the genus is "animal" and the differentia is "rational"2. Attributer

which do not indicate the essence of a thing, but yet follow necessarily fr the definition.

Aristotle called properties. For example, in the case of "man" one property of man is to be

capable of learning grammar. Correspondingly, the Aristotelian view presupposes that in the

case of "personality" the respective essence should be specified.

As the purpose of Aristotle's definition is to describe the essence of a thing, it presupposes

the employment of factual statensetus, i.e., statements expressing conformities to scientific

laws, in its definiens. In addon, if the definiendum is correctly described in this manner,

then the definition is true. Definitions of this type have traditionally been known as tml
definitions.

According to the modern view, definitions may be classified into two pi.ncipal groups (l51):

(i) Descriptive definitions state or &scrim the accepted meaning, or meanings, of a

tam already in use.

(ii) Stipulative definitions assign, by stipulation, a special meaning, such as a newly

coined verbal or symbolic expression, or a term used in a specific technical sense

to a given term.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE to
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The descriptive definitions are most or less mdse, and they may tx: in= or false. In
addhion, these definitions may be either analytic or nost-anatytic by nanne. In the former
case the definienda are described by specifying their identical iMensions: FOf example. in the

"Father" mg "Male mem".

the meaning of the term "father" is described with the aid of antecedently understood
meanings of the terms "male" arsd %Arent". Correspondingly, the analytic description of
"persutality" should only be based on the antecedeetly understood meanings of terms, this
approach, however, seems so raise problems in practice because of the synthetic nature of
"personality".

In the non-analytic case, on the other hand, the descriptions art based on the specifications
of identical extensions: For example, the definition

"Man" N, "Rational animal"

is true if the set of men is identical with the set of rational animals. Hence, in the context of
"personality" an expression whose extension is identical with the set of persons should be
specified. In the light of the modern classification the traditional real definition coffesponds
best with the non-analytic case.

As regards stipulative definitions, i.e., nominal definitions and explications, only the latter
type seems relevant when vague and complex terms an examined. If the explication is used,

then a precise and technical meaning is assigned to a term which is possibly understcxxl
vaguely or ambiguously in common tinge cap. For example, as a result of explication the

term "fish" (viz, the explicamitan), which may be regarded as a vague term in common usage.

has been replaced by the term "pisces" (viz, the explicarum) in the scientific community. In

practice, this procedunt means that the entenakan of the explicatum includes, by the stipulation

of the scientific community, at least the unproblematic cases. Hence, if "personality" is
explicated, the oh of persons hu to be precisely and unambiguously stipulated. As definitions

of this type are based on stipulations or conventions, they apparently may not be qualified as
true or false.

The application area of the real definition is fairly resticted because it describes the meaning

of a monadic predicate as a conjtmction of two monadic predicates. Hence, it is inappropriate

in both dyadic and polyadic cues. In addhion, complex terms raise problems: Forexample.
the definition of "parent" presupposes the employment of disjunction (viz. "Parent" Ma "Father

I



or mother"). and this strategy is not in accordance with the getum-dlfferentia -principle
characxristie of a real definition. On the other hand, this defmition sears satisfiteuxy if it is

applied correctly; for example. if informative aspects of the defmiens are emphasized (151).

Bell definitions and their modern counterparts, non-analytic definitions, also seem
inappropriate in the case of vague terms because they presuppose that descriptions of
meaninp have to be performed expikWy. This means that, ituer act, context-free and precise

terms should be used in the definiens (cf. (81). Because of these strict conditions, in the praxis

of research, especially in the Behavioural Sciences, alternative approaches have been used in

order to maintain the informative and interpretative nature of defmitions (cf. 15D.

Explication is also problematic in the context of vague terms because it presupposes that the

extension of the definiendum should have sharp boundaries. For example, a person is defined

as being young if he/she is n years isld at most, otherwise he/she is non-young. Hence, the

bordesline cases are usually ignored, this leading to artificial cutoffs of extensions, a situation

which is obviously unintelligible (cf. (111).

Wittgenstein 1131 attempted to solve the problems related to vague and complex terms

formulating the principle of family resemblance. According to this strategy, the descriplion of

the essence of a thing is impossible in the case of vague and complex terms end therefore the

A.liniens should include terms which are characteristic but not necessary of the definiendum.

rice example, the term "man" should consist of generally accepted meaning components such

as "rational", "two-legged" and "having a sense of humour". However, unlike Aristotle,
Wittgenstein suggested that a being may be regarded as man if most of these components may

be assigned to it. Hence, if a being X is one-legvd but fulfils the rest of the given
conditions, X may be regarded ss man. In addition, he emphasized the role of exemplification

when terms of this type are described. Putnam 1121 calls the meaning components of this type

the cluster terms. In the contest of "personality" the family msemblance view presupposes

that this term is a cluster term and hence certain common and/or universal features of persons

do not necessarily exist.

The family resemblance approach seems to solve the problems related to the definition of

vague and complex WIN only partially in the praxis of research. This is due to the following

reasons: (i) The application of the principle "most of the china terms" raises difficulties

because of its vague nature. (ii) The cluster terms should usually be weighted, this procedure

being often pooblemadc. (iii) This approach is based on bivalent logic; hence, cluster terms

are either astigned or not assigned to a given defmiendum, and partial memberships are thus

impossible. In general, this appsoach, however, seems to provide an intelligible basis for the

definition of vague and consplex terms if certain tnodifications art made (see below).

12
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As the spociflciukv of sadsfactory definitions may raia psoblains, =Alain rules have
tradidonslly been suggested fee this procedure. The following are the most typical ones (cf.

p. 238):

(i) A definition has to describe the essence of a given thing.
(ii) A definztion is not allowed to be circular.

A derinidon must not be stated in negative tesms when it can be stated in positive

terns.
(iv) A definition should not be expressed in obscure or figurative language.

Two of these rules, however, are unjustified in the light of the modem conduct of inquiry

((3), [SD: Ptublems related to the essence of a thing (nde (i)) have already been considered

in the context of real definitions. Rule (iii) is problematic in the context of explicit
defifinitions because these may include arbitrary conventional connectives such as negations.

In addition, certain terms may be defined elegantly using negative terms, for example,
"Orphan" wig "A child who has not parents".

Rule (ii) presupposes that some terms always have to be selected for the primitive tem% i.e.,

terms which already have a meaning in common usage or in the scientific community and

which provide a basis for defining all the other terms. A clesr example of this procedure is

the axiomatic formulation, such as the modern arkimadzadons of Euclidean geometry, in

which the definitions of the tenni am based on sets of explicitly specified primitive terms.

When attempts are being made to define vague and complex terms, the basic problem is

whether we manipulate these terms or the logic behind them. The former approach, which is

characteristic of explication and the principle of family msembisnce, seems inappropiate in

the light of the tiepin' considerations. The latier view, on the other hand, which usually
presuiposes the employment of many-valued logic, seems justifiable if a correct logical

apparatus is selected. Below, the latter view is adopted and the Theory of Furry Systenu
am has been udlized because:

(1) The TVS stems from many-valued logics. Hence, sharp boundaries of extensions

are not INICOUlty, this excluding artificial cutoffs.

(ii) This apptoach either wolves or avoids cestain paradoxes typical of bivalent or

conventineal many-valued logics in tbc context of vague tesms (cf. (71, ID.

13
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(iii) Linguistic values snd relations, which am characteristic of the Behavioural

Sciences, may be used elegantly. In addition, these may be computerized
conveniently, and thus permining utilization of automated procedures.

(iv) Several scientifin theories and models am based on laws and empirical results

which art expressed ming vague and complex statements. On the other hand, the

theories per se are often formulated using precise (e.g. mathematical) expressions.

Because of this discrepancy, it is often possible that theories and models art

actually idealizations describing counterfactual conditions For example, because

of precision overstraining and over-interpreting of the constituents a theory may

occur (In 11 13). This ptoblem may be eliminated if the TFS is tailized (cf. item

(iii)).

(v) The TFS has snown promising and applicable results in various branches of

science (e.g. taxonomy, decision theory, control theory, and artificial intelligence;

see [11) as well as in ordinary life (e.g. home electronics).

2. The fuzzifleatlon approach

As was mentioned above, a method based on the TFS will be applied below when vague and

complex terms an. considered. At fust, some basic concepts of this theory will be sketched.

The TFS was originally formulated by Zadeh (see, e.g. 161), and the basic idea of this theory

is that, in addition to the conventional sets and relations, vague sets and relations may also

be used. These vague entities have been mferred to as funy sets and relations. For example,

persons aged 20 years have full membership, persons aged 35 partial membership and persons

aged 50 non-membership in the fuzzy set of young persons. More formally, fuzzy sets may

be characterized by a membership function

m:E->10,I I

in which E is a so-called reference set and [0,11 is the clos-xl interval from 0 to I. Unity and

zero are assigned to the full membership and 'ion-membership, respectively. For example, in

the case of young persons E is the set of ages and the following degrees of membership may

be obtained:

m(20)mtl; m(35)-0.6: m(50)-0.

As tvganis the problem 01 complexity, Zadeh has stated ft follows ([143, p. 204):

14



"... as the complexity of system increases, ou ability to make precise and yet

significant statements about its beLaviour diminishes until a thieshold is reached

beyond which complexity. precision and significance no longer coexist. The
essence of the linguistic approsch, then, is that it sacnfies precision to gai:t
significance, thereby making it possible to analyze in an appoxinutte manner

those humanistic as well as mechanistic systems which art too complex for the

application of classical techniques."

As ccoventional sets may always be replaced by fuzzy sets, any system may be fuzzified, this

making it more versatile and applicable. Below, this idea will be utilized in the concept

analysis of "personality".

It seems plausible that in the case of the term "personality" the respective extension may be

regarded as a fuzzy set because this term is vague. Hence, some beings have only partial

memberships in this set. In addidon, due to the complexity of this term, these degrees of

membership are based on the devees of metainhip of the respective meaning components.

These meaning components may form a structure such as a hierarchy of the type

PERSONALITY

LEVEL I: <COMPONENT,i> <COMPONENTIm>

LEVEL 2: <COMPONENT:1> <COMPONENT2N>

LEVEL Q: <COMPONENTQl> <COMPONENT.r>

E: <BEING1> <BEINOK>

15
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For example, "personality" may, infer act, consist of the following components:

"Penonality"

Level 1: "Rationality" "Decency" "A sense of humour"

Level 2: "Consistency" "Politeness" "Extroversy"

The respective extensions are fuzzy sets and the goal is to assign a degree of membership to

being X with nspect to the fuzzy set BEING A PERSON. Hence, this procedure is a talogous

to multi-criteria decision making, i.e., the ultimate assessment (viz, describing perscnality) is

based on nsessments given with respect to certain ctiteria (viz, the meaning components).

As a concrete example, the fuzzified approach is compared with the conventional one.

Suppose that being x seems to be consistent (but not very consistent), more or less inpolite.

and more or less extrovert. Then, if the degrees of membership are used at the input stage,

the foregoing linguistic nuances may be taken into consideration. The conventional approach,

on the other hand, is based on either-or -type decisions, and x is thus, because of more or less

overstrained roundings, regarded as clearly consistent, inpolite and extrovert. The following

types of weighted membership functions, for example, may be used in the case of being .t

(operations based on weighted arithmetic means):

munor,,AL(x) 0.9 tneoNsismn(x)+0.05 meou-ni(x)+0.05 (x)

mt.,004,14x) 0.05 imoutIstsmir(x)+0.9 in,Lnu(x)+0.05 inocritvagi(x)

InnAVING A WYSE 1W tiuMOVA00 = 0'05 IncvNus11irer(..)+0.05 Ina1srti(x)+(1,9 lrikx-nituv(x)

%IMO A nixsoN(x) ".". 0.5 insAnoNAL(x)+0.3 Innumal x)+0.2 InSENSE OF lIUMOUR( )

Suppose that the following degrees of membership, which arc based on the foregoing

linguistic assessments, are assigned as input values:

Degree of membership

BOAC set Foray Conventional

Consistency: 0.9 1

Politeness: 0.35

Extroversy: 0.65

t 1 6
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Then, according to these values, the following decision tables may be constructed (cf the

weighted functions above):

Degree at membership

Weight rum Conventional

Criterion

Censistency: 0.9 0.81 0.9

Politeness: 0.05 0.02 0

E xtroverryl .9.1)5 0.03 0.05

Decision / mmilatus.(x) 0.86 1

Degree of membership

Weight Fuzzy Conventional

Criterion
Consistency: 0.05 0.05 0.05

Politeness: 0.9 0.32 0

Decision / mmuyr(s) 040

Degree of membership

Weight Fuzzy Conventional

Criterion
Consistency: 0.05 0.05 0.05

Politeness: 0.05 0.02 0

gstirtversy: 0.9 0.59 0.9

Decision / mimniumaint(x) 0.66 1

17
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Criterion

Weight

Degree of membership

Fuzzy Conventional

Rationality: 0.5 0 0.5

Decency: 0.3 0.12

Sense of

Humour. 0.2 0.13 0.2

nu! decision /

mum roasott(x) 0.68 1

Hence, according to the fuzzified approach, being x is a member of the set of persons with

the degree 0.68 which may be interpreted that x is more or less clearly a person. The
conventional method, on the other hand, creates an impression that x is clearly a person

because mote or less misleading mundings and simplifications have to be performed at every

stage and thus this method obviously seems implausible.

Table 1 presents a few mom examples based on the foregoing weights and operations:

Inputs Outputs (fuzzy/conventional)

Consist. Politeness Extrrversy Personality

Case 1 1 1 1 1 / 1

Case 2 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 / 1

Case 3 0.5 0.49 0.5 0.5 / 0

Case 4 0 0 0 0 / 0

Table 1. Examples of Degrees of Membership in The Context of Personality

First, Table 1 shows that conventional and fuzzifeti operations yield identical outputs in eases

1 and 4, these being the clear (and precise) examples of a person and a non-person, respectively.

Hence, this result is in accordance with the general idea of fuzzification that bivalent casts may

be subsumed under fuzzified systems. Second, cases 2 and 3 show one basic problem
characteristic of the conventional methods, viz, that almost identical input values may yield

greatly different output values. This problem stems from the employment of classes with sharp

boundaries which, in turn, leads to artificial cutoffs and more or less misleading mundings when

classifications are performed, and hence this deficiency may not be eliminated by refining the

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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conventional classification in the context of the fongoing meaning components. The
fuzzification apposch, on the other hand, yields almost identical outputs from almost identical
inputs, a result which seems intelligible.

In otrier to obtain applicable decisions, the foregoing strategy presupposes the employment of
an appropriate aggregation operator such as the weighted arithmetic mean. On a general level,
the aggregation operator is a function of the type

f:E.1xW1x...xkxWL.,[0,1]

in which Ei is the reference set of the meaning component i and W, (c40,1)) is the set of
weights (14i,s1..). Several alternative operators exist in the literature (cf. (I ID. In practice. both
logical and empirical facts should be taken into consideration when the aggregation operators
are specified. For example, the erithmetic and the geometric mean usually emphasize logical and
empirical aspects, respectively.

The mere degrees of membetship may be problematic because precise values similar to
conventional assessments are used. For example, a priNem arises whether the correct input
value is 0.51 or 0.52. On some occasions, especially when these values are based on empirical
facts, this problem may be eliminated, but on a general level difficulties characteristic of the
conventional methods am encountered (cf. OD.

As the application of the mere degrees of membership will raise problems, fuzzy systems
comprising linguistic WilisCS have been constmcted. This kyroach usu illy presupposes (ef. tilt)
a plausible logico-psychological framework, appropriate linguistic models and syntactic rules,
intelligibLe interptetations of linguistic constituents which are based on the Theory of Fuzzy
Systems, and applicable computer haniware and software. In practice, the following constituents
are essential in the linguistic approach: (i) Linguistic variables (e.g. "Personality", "Age" etc.).

(ii) Linguistic values (e.g. clearly a person, more or las old). (iii) A reference SCA E (e.g. the
set of real numbers). (iv) Syntactic rides for linguistic expressions (e.g. conjunction and
disjunction). (v) Semantic rules for interpreting the linguistic expressions using fuzzy sets (e.g,

the meaning of old is the function mere: E.X031). Due to the extensiveness of this subject-
matter the detailed considerations will nor be discussed here and only some basic ideas will be
outlined below. For further details the reader is alerted, foe example, to II It

Thus, in the case of the fotegoing example the linguistic approach presupposes that: (i) We have
terms such as "Penossality" and "Rationalitr as the linguistic variables. (if) We have sets of
linguistic values such as (irnstional, more or len irrational. , rational) assigned to each
varisble. It is recommendable dist the construcdon of these sets is based on psychological facts
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Gee e.g. IUD and appropriate syntactic Mei in order to attain a correspondence with both

natural language and the facts of the actual world. (II) ln this context the mference set E is

usually the set of possible persons. (iv) The single numeric values of weights and degrees of

membership are in this context replaced by fuzzy sets characterizing the linguistic values such

as rather imponant, very rational, fairly decent, having a rather good sense of humour and
fairly inconsistent. Hence, person x may be very rational, fairly inconsistent etc. The output sets

(mom& charactesizing the respective linguistic assessments, such as "x is a rather typical

person", axe obtained on the basis of the input sets (e.g. !Non oft uss NATIONAL) applying the

extension principle which includes aggregation operator f as the inducing mopping (cf. 1151),

i.e., the ultimate fuzzy set manna is of the type

ntouirvr(z).-max(min( mstovn(x)....

z=f(x1,...,x24)

*tie E., ,2 1.)

ze E

mixouns.(x) )

As the output sets am unlabelled, the linguistic appraximarinn (cf. [151) has to be performed in

order to assign an appropriate linguistic value to the obtained set. Thi.1 procedure is based on

taxonomical methods.

When fuzzy linguistic models are used, problems :elated to both the mere degrees of

membership and conventional methods art eliminated because linguistic values may be regarded

as elastic restrictions, thus better describing the nature of vague concepts. On a practical level,

however, certain problems will arise: For example, what is the contxt membership function

chanscterizing a given linguistic value? As was stated above, a plausible logico-psychological

framework, inter (ilia, will considerably facilitate the examination on these subject-matters.

Although the foregoing specifications seem laborious in practice, these procedures may be

carried out elegantly and conveniently using a computer and appropriate software. It is thus

possible to some extent, at least, to automate the concept formation of "personality". The future

dev4opments in artificial intelligence and neural networks, such as automated problem-solving.

objeaotiented programming, learning automata, parallel processing, associative reasoning, and

fuzzy computers and prognunming languages, seem to open still better prospects for the

computerized description of vague, complex and complicated expressions in the Behavioural

Sciences.

la the light of the problems considered in Section I the following advantages are thus gained

when the TFS is utilized in the description of terms in the Behavioural Sciences:
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(1) Vague terms may be interpreted intelligibly. Hence, if conventional bivalent
descriptions a terms, such as the seal definition or the explication, seem to be
impossible or Inappropriate, vague descriptions may be used. The correct
employment of the TFS guarantees that the borderline cases will be properly taken
into consideration. In addition, both the psychological and the methodological
requirements established far definitions in Section I may be satisfied.

In the context of complex terms the meaning components may overlap. Hence.
differing from the case of the principle of family resemblance and the respective
conventional methods. partial memberships of objects and meaning components
may be specified meaningfully.

(fil) If the TFS is utilized correctly, the description of vague, complex and complicated
expressions may be computerized conveniently, this clearly facilitating concept
formation in the Behaviounal Sciences.

(iv) In addition to concept formation. the TFS may be applied to various procedures in
the conduct of inquiry. Examples of these are theory formation, model constructing
and simulation.

3. Summary

The foregoing considerations may be summarized as follows: (1) The definition of "personality"
is problematic using conventional methods because it is vague, complex and complicated by
nature. (ii) The 'Theory of Fuzzy Systems, on the other hand, seems to be an intelligible
approach because it deals with vague and complex entities elegantly. (iii) Owing to the
employment of the TFS, computerized procedrues may also be utilized conveniently in the
concept formadon of "personality". (iv) A concrete example of concept formation has been
provided.
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NOTES

I .

IS

Shictly speaking, the tam "personality- does not directly niter to the 9C1 of persons. but by the
virtue of it predicates. such as *being a person", may be formulated. Hence, the set of persons is
actially the extension of the term °being a person". However, for the sake of simplicity it is
assumed below that "personality" refers to the set of pawns.

The symbol "st; means that the term 10 be defined (viz. the definiendiun; on the left) has the
same meaning ss the defining expression, i.e.. the &Aliens.

3. Analytic expression is nye by the vinue of its logical form and/or by the meaning of its
constituent terms. For example. "All bachelors ate unmarried" is an analytic mull.
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